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In the article you can find the research of distribution of explosion gases. The status of researches of the hydrotamping was examined. The new function mode was suggested. The laboratory researches of the hydrotamping was discribed. The laboratory researches of dispersion of detonating products were showed. The construction of bush in a blast-hole changing the direction of movement of gases was described here. The new construction of the blast-hole charge was suggested. The most effective ways of increasing the efficiency of explosive works was underlined in that work. The results of using of bushes and hydrotamping in real conditions was described here.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of indexes of the development of mining industry in Ukraine within the next 20 years shows that the size of explosive works remains relatively high.

In the nearest future more than 60% of the total volume of conducting preparatory excavations will be conducted using drilling and blasting technologies. That’s why it is vitally important to decide basic questions of rising the effectiveness of explosive works nowadays.

One of the ways of rising effectiveness of explosive work is using a hydrotamping and a bush.
STATUS OF RESEARCHES OF THE HYDROTAMPING

Hydrotamping in the form of polyethylene ampules full of water doesn’t have any advantages of hydroexplosions, especially in the form that it is used in conducting explosive works in our time. Firstly, the diameter of ampules (37 mm) is less than the diameter of the blast-hole (42 mm). It causes the loss of the influence of air-blast waves on the rock surrounding this hydrotamping. Secondly, as a rule hydrotamping is situated at the well-head. The air-blast influence on it under the direct initiation of explosives is less favourable as the detonational front is moving from the hydrotamping.

The scheme of the situation of the hydrotamping in the back of blast-hole was examined in a number of works. In this case the effectiveness of a hydrotamping was increased. The model of interaction between the products of detonation and hydrotamping in the form of converging streams was suggested in one of those works.

The continuation of works in this line of investigation was the definition of the length of a hydrotamping that conditionally divided into two parts. The first part is the length that can be defined starting from the collision of streams of products of detonation and water in a hydrotamping. The second part is the length that can be defined starting from the pressure of the hydroblow at the back of blast-hole, that is sufficient for the destruction of the rock.

THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS OF THE HYDROTAMPING

The laboratory experiments, conducting in Donetsk National Technical University, confirm this way of calculation of the effective length of the hydrotamping (fig. 1).

The highest level of effectiveness of using a hydrotamping is achieved when it is situated as at the back of a blast-hole as in its well-head. Hydrotamping in a blast-hole makes the explosion more effective under the back initiation of explosives.
THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS OF THE BUSH

One more way of raising of effectiveness of explosive works is using the bush [1]. The moving-image photography was used in laboratory to determinate conditions the direction of movements of gases under the explosion of explosives. The explosives (ammonite T-19) with electrodetonator (EDKZ-PM) were hang up to the bracket on the flexible wire.

For the comparison was held two explosions. In the first case in the butt-end of explosives was a cumulative cavity, in the second it was not. The analysis of results showed that gases after the explosion were not spread equally. In case of cumulation nearly 40% of products of detonation were moving along the axle of the explosive, and the rest of them were directed to it under the angle of 80° (fig. 2). In case of explosion without cumulation the distribution of gases changed. The basic volume (nearly 90%)
was directed under the same angle to the axle of explosive and the rest of it (nearly 10%) was directed along it (fig. 3). In the blast-hole this part of detonating products was reflected from the back of the blast-hole and moved gases of detonation directed to the walls of the blast-hole and pushed out the tamping. Blast-holes “shot”. In order to avoid such position towards tamping we had to have very high demands. This part of qualitative energy was spent for the useless oscillation of the massive. The suggested technical solution is directed to the rising of the coefficient of using a blast-hole.

THE EXPERIMENTS OF THE BUSH IN REAL CONDITIONS

A blast-hole charge includes sandy-argillaceous tamping 5, ampule, full of water 4, primer 3 with electrodetonator 2 and explosives 1 (fig. 4) that are situated in succession one by one from the well-head to the back of blast-hole. The bush is situated between the well-head and explosives. It is used for changing the direction of the motion of detonation products to 90°. The wave of detonation is moving to the side of the back of blast-hole after the explosion consolidating shock wave flows around the bush. In this case the form of a stream of explosion products changes. From a cylindrical form it turns to a flat form stream, the parts of which are moving perpendicularly of the axle of a blast-hole and cutting the rock in the back of a blast-hole.

One of the basic parameters of the bush is radius of curvature of it side surface. You can see a general form of the bush in the fig. 5. The curved surface of the...
THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCHES

The bushes and the hydrotamping were produced and used in working conditions. New passport of explosive works was worked out with the help of analysis of the proceeding passport. The coefficient of using a blast-hole was raised to 0.98..0.99 in the result of improvement of the construction of blast-hole charge and raising of the length of cut from 1.3 to 1.5 m. The “glasses” practically disappeared. The number of blast-holes was decreased by 60% (from 76 to 66), the expenditure of explosives was decreased by 9% (from 27.46 to 25.38 kg) and the effectiveness of explosive works was increased by 32% in the whole.

CONCLUSION

The effective way of rising of the effectiveness of explosive works is using a hydrotamping and a bush in blast-hole charges. But it is necessary to determine a functional dependence of hydrotamping from the weight of blast-hole charge and from the hardness of rocks.
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